
1 Introduction
Shell structures are a very broad topic. Shells differ in their

shape (cylindrical, spherical, parabolic, etc.), in the way in
which their walls are stiffened (laterally, longitudinally, with
orthogonal stiffeners), by type of load action, by type of mate-
rial used (concrete, steel), etc. This great variability and range
of shell performance presents many practical difficulties in
their design. In this paper we deal just with one type of steel
cylindrical shell loaded by wind.

Large non-elastic deformations lead to buckling or plastic
failure of steel cylindrical shells. This type of failure differs
from that in the case, for example of slab components, where
bending is predominant and the behaviour is easy to predict.

It is common knowledge that thin shell structures transfer
their loading by means of the membrane tensional and com-
pression forces that act in the walls of the shell. Also it is
known that shells have very high efficiency under symmetri-
cal loading and support. Transfer of asymmetrical loading
and local load is not desirable.

For a symmetrical load, a simple structural geometry
and simple boundary conditions (e.g., cylindrical shells with
axis symmetrical loading), an analysis of the shell is not too
difficult. But when at least one of these factors is missing,
analysis becomes more complicated and the results are often
unexpected.

In real life, shell structures are used mainly as chimneys,
tanks, pipelines and silos. An analysis can be made with the
use of simplifying methods if all the above mentioned condi-
tions are fulfilled. More sophisticated methods for analysing,
shell structures are necessary if the conditions are more com-
plex. The level of analysis rises from the simplest calculations
in linear structural analysis (LA) to stability calculations of
ideal structures (without imperfections) and also geometri-
cally and materially non-linear calculations with structural
imperfections (GMNIA). All these methods are mentioned in
the new European Standard for steel shells [27]. Another im-
portant shell analysis could study the shapes of oscillations of
the structure, and with analysis of the structure for the basic
dynamic loading.

Most of the types of analysis of the numerical models
mentioned above are more or less accessible in recent prac-
tice, but during the preliminary design of structures, i.e.,
when only the basic dimensions of the structure need to be
established, complex computer analysis is inapplicable for
time and financial reasons. For this reasons in the doctoral
thesis of the first author [7] of this paper the theme of cy-
lindrical shells loaded by wind was thoroughly investigated
under the supervision of the second author.

The main aim of the theoretical investigations was to ob-
tain limits for stiffening of a cylindrical shell (by ring stiffeners
only) such that the strut approach based on beam theory for
calculating of a chimney shell would be realistic enough, i.e.,
when it would be realistic to neglect semi-bending [15]. The
main goal of this work is to determine the distance of the stiff-
eners and to determinate their minimum stiffness.

2 Parametric studies
In the first stage of the work, the performance of the

chimney shell was investigated in a parametric study on nu-
merical models solved by FEM. The computational study
focused on determining the limit distance of the stiffeners.
Models were used in the calculation: a linear analysis of the
structure (LA) and a geometrical non-linear analysis of the
structure (GNA). The GNA model was based on the New-
ton–Raphson method. The comparative calculation made use
of classical linear analysis of buckling.

The second part of the work contains parametric studies
for determining the optimum stiffness of the ring stiffeners,
making use of the optimum distance of the stiffeners deter-
mined in the first step of the work.

For an investigation of the interaction between the diame-
ter of the cylindrical shell, its thickness, the distance of the
stiffeners and their optimum stiffness (taking into account
wind load only), two independent studies evaluated by regres-
sion analysis were carried out.

All calculations were done using ESA-Prima Win com-
puter program, produced by SCIA with solvers developed by
the FEM consulting company [13]. The software is suitable for
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static analysis (LA, GNA, and etc.) and also for dynamic and
stability analysis of structures. In the numerical models, the
stiffeners were simulated by curved beam elements.

The numerical models of the shells were made of quad-
rilateral elements formed from four triangular plane sub
elements with one common node – the centre of the quadri-
lateral element [14]. The centre is defined as the intersection
point of two straight lines connecting the mid-side points of
the two opposite side of the element. This definition allows
the quadrilateral element to have, if needed, a singular (in
fact triangular) form with two nodes in one point, without
numerical difficulties. Therefore the triangular sub element
with 3×6 � 18 nodal deformation parameters forms the basis
of the whole calculation. The physical sense of the parameters
is in the case of 1D elements (u, v, w, �x, �y, �z), which ensures
nodal compatibility between 1D and 2D elements.

In a quadrilateral element the deformation parameters of
its centre (u, v, w, �x, �y, �z) are common for all four triangular
sub elements, and are eliminated in advance and consistently
by static condensation. In its final form a quadrilateral ele-
ment possesses only 4×6 � 24 natural displacement parame-
ters at its vertex nodes, and its stiffness matrix KL is of the
order (24, 24).

The size of the elements was chosen between 10 and
75 mm according to the diameter and length of the numerical
model. In the introduction to the first parametric study, we
detected that was it necessary to exploit at least 100 elements
along the perimeter and length of the model. The size of the
elements strongly influenced the precision of the parametric
studies.

The wind load was taken according to the European stan-
dard [28], with the reference wind speed 24 m�s�1 and open
terrain. The shell was assumed to be made from common
S235 low carbon steel.

3 Determining the limit distance of
the stiffeners
The numerical model of the shell used in the parametric

study is shown in Fig.1. For the parametric study, four basic
sets of calculations were used according to the diameter of the
shell. The calculated diameters were 400 mm, 800 mm,
1600 mm and 2400 mm. The varying parameter was the
length and thickness of the shell.

The boundary conditions simulated an absolutely rigid
ring stiffener of the cylindrical shell. The whole numerical
model represented a segment of the shell between two rigid
stiffeners. In the linear analysis of the structure (LA) and in
the geometrical nonlinear analysis (GNA) of the structure, the
following parameters were checked:
� Deformation Uy, which is the deformation of the shell mea-

sured in the wind direction. The maximum value is always
situated in the middle of the length of the structure, on the
side exposed to the wind. The minimum value is in the
middle of the length of the structure, again at periphery
angle � � 135°, measuring this angle from the side exposed
to the wind.

� Deformation Ux, which is the deformation of the shell mea-
sured perpendicularly to the wind direction. The maxi-
mum value is situated in the middle of the length of the
structure at periphery angle � � 75°.

� Circumferential stress ��,max , which is the tensional stress
in � direction. The maximum circumferential stress of the
shell model was found in the middle of the length of the
structure at periphery angle � � 135°. The minimum cir-
cumferential stress ��,min was found in the middle of the
length of the structure at periphery angle � � 90°.

� Meridian stress �X,min, which is the compression stress of
the shell. The minimum meridian stress of the shell model
is situated in the middle of the length of the structure on
the side exposed to the wind.

An example of the calculated parameters of the shell
in the model for the middle of the shell length is shown in
Fig. 2.

In the classical linear analysis of buckling, characterised by
a bifurcation, the smallest eigenvalue (defined as the critical
multiple Rcr according to [27] of the given loading) is found
when stability is lost.

For comparison, simple beam models were examined at
the same time. Numerical models composed from a 1D ele-
ment were used. These beam models had the same boundary
conditions as those used in the shell models. The loading of
the beam model was obtained by integrating the loading
around the shell. The beam models were used mainly for
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Fig. 1: Numerical model of the shell used for determining the
limit distance of the stiffeners

Fig. 2: Calculated deformations and stresses of the shell in the
middle of the length; the values are obtained for diameter
400 mm, thickness 0.5 mm and length 2.0 m, and for load-
ing by the wind downstream of axis Y



splitting the beam behaviour of the shell (sometimes called
semi-bending behaviour). In all beam models, a linear analy-
sis of the structure (LA) was made, because a geometrically
non-linear analysis (GNA) was confirmed to be almost irrele-
vant for these models. In the beam models, the deformation
of the beam and the maximum tension stress was at its highest
compared with similar parameters of the shell structures
mentioned above.

The dependences between the parameters of the shell
(thickness and distance of the stiffeners) and between the
parameters described in above (deformations, stresses, and
critical buckling resistance) were investigated. The main pa-
rameter of the “shell” behaviour was defined as deformation
Uy, which was obtained after subtracting the deformation de-
termined by the beam model and the GNA model, res-
pectively. In accordance with practical experience with steel
shells, the limit level of deformation was chosen as D/6000,
where D is the diameter of the shell. For comparison, values
corresponding to D/10000 were also investigated. At the same
time, the circumferential stress was also checked. It was found
to be very low, with values not higher than 3 MPa.

In the next step, we investigated the influence of the
distance of the ring stiffeners on the thickness of the shell.

Linear regression [20] was chosen as the optimum method for
this. The relation between the distances of the stiffeners and
the thickness of the shell are shown in Fig. 3. Parameters “a”
and “b” of Fig. 3 are plotted for different diameters of the
shell in Fig. 4. The relation between the distance of the stiff-
eners L and thickness t is as follows:

L at b� � , (1)
where a, b are parameters of linear regression.

For the allowable (limit) deformation of the shell D/6000,
formula (1) can be rewritten into formula (2):

L D D

D t

� � � � �

� � � �

�

� �

�

( . .

. . )

357 10 182 10

521 10 274 10
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14 10 17237 134853 2. . . ,� � �
� D D
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and for D/10000 into formula (3):
L D D

D t

� � � �

� � � �

�

� �

�

( . .

. . )

929 10 5 48 10

912 10 623 10

1

8 3 4 2

1 1

. . .4 10 21326 15053 2
� � �

� D D

(3)

In both formulas it is necessary to specify diameter D and
thickness t in millimetres. Distance L is also in mm.
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We can summarize this section as follows: if the distance
between the stiffeners is smaller than L according to (2) or (3)
we may apply the beam model for the shell with good results.

4 Assessment of optimum stiffeners
The numerical model of the shell used in the parametric

study is shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. For the study, we chose four
basic sets of calculations according to the diameter of the shell
(400, 800, 1600 and 2400 mm). The varying parameter was
the thickness and length of the shell and the stiffness of the
ring stiffener in relation to the cross section area of the shell.
The boundary conditions in the numerical model simulated
the absolutely stiff base of the chimney on the lower end of the
shell. The complete numerical model consisted of three shell
segments separated by rigid stiffeners. There were two inter-
nal stiffeners and one terminal stiffener on the free end of the
structure, see Fig. 6. This parametric study investigated the
semi-bending component behaviour of the cylindrical shell.
LA and classical linear analysis of buckling were performed
for all models. For some models, GNA was also performed, in
order to verify the original model more thoroughly.

In the linear analysis, the following parameters were
investigated:
� Deformation Uy of the stiffeners, which is the deformation

of every stiffener in the wind direction. The maximum
deformation of the stiffeners is always situated on the side
exposed to the wind at periphery angle � � 0°. The mini-
mum deformation is situated at periphery angle � � 180°.

� Maximum values of bending moment Mz, shear force Vy,
and normal force N on every stiffener.

� Deformation Uy of the shell in the wind direction. The
maximum deformation of the shell is situated in the mid-
dle of the length of the structure on the side exposed to the
wind.

The observed points are marked A, B and C in Fig. 6. An
example of the calculated parameters of the ring stiffener is
shown in Fig. 7.

At the same time, simple beam models for separating the
beam and semi-bending behaviour of the shell were also
investigated. Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 compare the beam deformation
and the semi-bending deformation along the whole length of
the structure for one numerical model and a certain stiffness
of the stiffener.

The results are as follows: higher stiffness of the internal
stiffeners causes higher internal forces in these stiffeners, but
an entirely opposite dependence was observed for the end
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Fig. 5: Deformed numerical model of the shell for diameter
2400 mm and thickness 1.5 mm, with the ring stiffeners
modelled with the help of the shell elements, with isozones
of the deformation in the wind direction

Fig. 6: Numerical model of the shell that was used for determin-
ing the optimum distance of the stiffeners. The stiffeners
and the other investigated points are identified in the
figure

Fig. 7: Parameters of ring stiffener No. 2 for diameter of a cylin-
drical shell 1600 mm, thickness 3.0 mm and distance
between stiffeners 4.0 m. Stiffeners of profile 300/24
(second moment 5.4×107 mm4) and loading by wind
downstream of axis Y are investigated.



stiffener. It seems that the function of the two types of stiffen-
ers is completely different.

For each set of calculations we obtained the relation be-
tween the parameters of the shell (thickness, length, and
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stiffness of the stiffeners) and the most realistic numerical
model. The biggest semi-deformation Uy of a stiffener mea-
sured in the wind direction was chosen as the master parame-
ter of the shell (for determining the optimum stiffener) was
chosen. The deformations were separated for the beam and
shell model. All intermediate stiffeners were analysed sepa-
rately from the end stiffeners.

During the investigation of semi-bending deformations of
the stiffeners for varying thickness of shell and the second
moment of the stiffeners, we found that if the distance of the
stiffeners corresponds with (2), the behaviour of the different
stiffeners is almost identical. Therefore in every set of cal-
culations we defined the uniform dependence between the
biggest semi-deformation and the second moment of the stiff-

eners for a given type of stiffener (intermediate, end). With
these dependencies, we calculated the optimum stiffness and
distance of the stiffeners. The value D/6000 was used as the
optimum level of semi-bending deformations of the stiffener,
the same value as in the first part of the paper.

The next step of the study was to search for the dependen-
cies of the optimum second moment of the stiffeners on the
diameter of the shell, and the relationship between the inter-
nal forces in the stiffener and the diameter of the shell. By the
least squares method, polynomial regressions of the second
and third degree were chosen as the best approximation. The
relations between the second moment of the stiffeners and
the diameter of the shell and between the internal forces in
the stiffeners and the diameter are shown in Figs. 10 to 13.
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The analytical formulas are as follows. It is important to em-
phasize that these formulas are valid only for distances ac-
cording to (2).

The optimum second moment of intermediate stiffeners
is given by the formula:

I D D� � �303 3350 8727002. . (4)

The optimum second moment of the end stiffener is given
by the formula:

I D D� � �106 9356 1782002. . . (5)

In both formulas (4) and (5), it is necessary to have the di-
ameter of shell D in millimetres. The second moment of the
stiffeners is in mm4.

In intermediate stiffeners, the internal forces are (maxi-
mum values):

M D D

D

� � � � �

� � � �

� �

�

1244 10 1171 10

9079 10 2097

10 3 06 2

04

. .

. . 10 01� ,
(6)

V D D

D
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� �

�

5315 10 2541 10

9710 10 2563

10 3 06 2

04

. .

. . 10 01� ,
(7)

N D D

D
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� �

�

3974 10 1562 10

1217 10 3005

09 3 05 2

02

. .

. . .
(8)

In the end stiffener, the internal forces are:

M D D

D
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�

8302 10 1194 10

4 259 10 1254 1

11 3 08 2

05

. .

. . 0 02� ,
(9)
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8306 10 4 020 10

1441 10 2940 1

11 3 07 2
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(11)

In formulas (6) to (11) it is necessary to have the diameter
of shell D in millimetres. The internal forces of the stiffeners
are in kN×m (bending moments) and in kN (normal and
shear forces).

From all the formulas given above, it is obvious that the
second moment of the stiffeners and the maximum internal
forces in the stiffeners are dependent only on the diameter of
the shell. The effect of the shell thickness was important only
for the limit distance of the stiffeners.

5 Conclusion
This paper has investigated the effect of the distance and

stiffness of ring stiffeners on the behaviour of a cylindrical
steel shell loaded by wind. The aim of work was to determine
these characteristics of the shell in a way that would enable
these structures to be calculated by beam numerical models
and would make the analyses easier for everyday design of
structures of this type, for example steel chimneys. All results
are presented in analytic formulas that are applicable in
practice.
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